EAU SAUVAGE
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Eau Sauvage perfume by Christian Dior, Paris

entr’acte
2022
neon, transformer, cables
18 x 60 cm
noun, plural en·tr'actes [ahn-trakts, ahn-trakts; French ahn-trakt].
the interval between two consecutive acts of a theatrical or operatic performance. a performance, as of music or dancing,
given during such an interval.

www.fragantica.com
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Jupiter ascending
as tomorrow youth becomes
beyond the future
Hyaena Mask, Bamana, carved wood, Mali, 19th century
45 x 15 cm
Collection of the artist
Such masks were used during the Kore initiation, which ensured
proper behaviour and social mores and the development of male
identity. During their exhibition, the wearers of this mask most
often adopt a bent position, supporting themselves on two short
sticks that extend their forearms. The symbolism of the hyena,
very complex, varies considerably according to the context, but
within the framework of the Kore society the hyena most probably represents the initiates’ efforts to perfect their secret knowledge
Jean-Paul Colleyn
Bamana: The Art of Existence in Mali, New

York, 2001, p. 98

3
Untitled (Je est un autre un multiple toujours) 2014
silver gelatin print
50 x 40 cm, framed
We can rm up our identity, she suggests—but it will only ever
be a mold, or a mask. Deeply in uenced by Rimbaud, who declared that “Je est un autre” (”I is another”), Claude Cahun
replies, “Je est un autre—un multiple toujours”—”I is another—
and always multiple.”
Dirk Snauwar
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the summer grasses
are a relic of
the warriors’ dream
2021
Plaster head by Goshka Macuga
Courtesy the artist and Goshka Macuga

blistering dawn
a reddish young orange speed
above the metal
(after Fabio Taglioni)
2020
Ducati motorbike, white orchid, glass vase
variable dimensions
Courtesy the artist and David Noonan
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I am the river
attached to a rope
2022
Shiva Lingam stone
10 x 20 cm
Courtesy the artist and Michael Anastassiades
Shiva Lingam is a crypto-crystalline member of the Quartz family. This stone is found in only one of seven sacred Indian rivers.
Villagers visit the Narmada River in Onkar Mandhata and polish
these river rocks to better de ne their famed lingam shape. In
Hindu culture, the lingam is a representation of the Lord Shiva in
Shivaism and is believed to be a representation of their phallus
The Lingam represents the Brahmanda, which means “cosmic
egg”, symbolising the creation of both the divine male and female energies.
www.thecrystalcouncil.com

9
silver midnight
a warm silk guide
on the plains
2022
Photo by Pierre Moliniere titled Mes Jambes 1970’s
Vintage silver gelatin print
40 x 35.5 cm framed
Collection of Simon Moretti & Paul Heber-Percy
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Untitled (Intertext), 2012
Collage
44.5 x 44.5 cm
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early fountain
where the butter y y
under the skin
(after Edmond Roudnitska)
2022
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Eau Sauvage by Dior is a Citrus Aromatic fragrance for men
launched in 1966. The nose behind this fragrance is Edmond
Roudnitska. Top notes are Lemon, Bergamot, Basil, Rosemary,
Caraway and Fruity Notes; middle notes are Jasmine, Coriander, Carnation, Orris Root, Patchouli, Sandalwood and Rose;
base notes are Oakmoss, Vetiver, Musk and Amber.

glowing day
a free light present rises
above the future
2022
Folded newspapers, sheep skull
25 x 30 x 40 cm

